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Abstract 
This paper deals with the application of notions from "planning" 
and the "representation of temporal information" in an animation sys- 
tem to simulate human task performance. Specifically, a model was 
developed in which the representation and manipulation of temporal 
information forms the basis of a planning system. This model has 
been implemented as part of an animation system in which the goal 
was to enable a natural, clear language for the specification of rele- 
vant temporal constraints along with a planner that would manipulate 
these constraints, ultimately resulting in exact timing parameters to 
be passed to the low-level animation routines. The first part of the 
paper describes the essential role of temporal planning in an anima- 
tion system that models human task performance. The second part 
of the paper goes on to explain how a wide variety of temporal con- 
straints can be "compiled" into a set of low-level "simple constraints" 
through the use of "dummy intervals" and "fuzzy constraints." The 
third part of the paper describes how a definite "plan" of events can 
be generated based on an analogical "spring system." 
I Introduction 
While planning and representation of temporal information have been studied as independent 
fields for the most part, there are many problems central to both fields. In additiorl, the 
weaknesses of many planning paradigms seem to lie in the lack of a good model of time. 
Similarly, many representation models include very little concerning the actual applica,tion 
of this knowledge (as in some kind of planner). In particular, most planning systems inclutl~~ 
a great deal of processes, capable of handling a large class of planning problems; however; t,hc 
representations used tend to be "ad hoc" and there is little notion of the import,a.nce of t i m f  
itself, upon which the planner rests. On the other hand, most schemes for the representat,io~~ 
of temporal information treat temporal structure explicitly, while being unable to actuall!. 
do anything with that knowledge other than manipulate it in various ways. Our pa,st,icul;lt. 
approach is to deal explicitly with aspects of both planning and time representation in ;a 
unified framework. 
In general, there is little uniformity in the treatment of temporal illfolinatioll Rlost 
work seems to be "ad hoc" and tailored specifically to the task at  hand. Foi example, 111 
Vere's planning system [9], each planned event has associated with it various colistlaliiti 
concerning boundaries on starts and ends, while the durations are specified as colrstants. 
Then, a constraint propagation algorithm is used to find a consistent plan of events. I11 t l l  is 
model the temporal aspects are simply modelled "on top of" an already existing pln~iner 
This approach is limited because any model built up in such a way is constrained by a 12 hole 
class of assumptions implicit in how the underlying planner deals with time. 
A more formal approach to the manipulation of temporal information is McDermot,t,'s 
"situation calculus" [5 ,  81. In models of this kind, all temporal i~lformation is represented in  
the form of logical propositions, while the manipulation consists of inference rules t,ha.t. st,a te 
how new information can be deduced from the existing information. The main p ro l j l e~~)  
with these approaches is that the information and inferences are imestri cahly iinkecl : t l I Y  
propositions are given meaning only by the inferences that act on them and the inSe1.encc.s 
are applicable only to infornlation in a particular form. This is in contrast to t , h t ~ r i c ~  
that state an explicit representation, upon which various processes ma.y operate, somc 111ol.e 
efficient or elegant than others. 
Allen has proposed such a model. In Allen's system [I],  the basic unit is the "ti~ncl- 
interval". Temporal information is represented by collections of possible relations that ma\, 
hold between these intervals. In this model, a transitivity table specifies how relatio~lr lnrl\ 
be maintained through the propagation of individual relations. For example, once ~t i \  
known that interval A is before interval B, and that interval B is before interval C', it can b r .  
deduced that interval A is before interval C. Allen goes to great lengths to show that his 1)aslc 
representation is intuitively sound, formally sound, and representative of real-world tenlpo~ a1 
phenomena in problem-solving and planning environments [2, 31. However, it is not clear 
how this model can be applied so as to result in an explicit "plan" of events. Oiie prol~lem 
concerns the fact that disjunction is simply represented as a collection of possibilities, M hile 
planner must ultimately "choose". Another problem is that Allen's model is purely relational 
and does not include representation of durations and real times, such as "1:00PMP and "tell 
minutes" . 
Malik and Binford [7] have proposed a model in which they show that all temporal i n -  
formation can be expressed in terms of constraints on endpoints, and point out that I / n r ( / r .  
programming can then be used to "solve" such systems. Their approach is notable in thc\t i r  
can be solved computationally, rather than deductively with an inference engine or. tllrougll 
symbolic manipulation. However, their approach does not allow for a measure of ulr t  6.1- 
tainty in specification. Each constraint is all-or-nothing and the final plan zllust satisf c-ac 11 
constraint exactly, resulting in a system which is relatively inflexible. With sucll a lnoci~~l.  
it is often difficult to specify enough information without overconstrai~ling the sy5tt>111 1 ) 
specifying too much. 
In this paper, we present a scheme for representation of time as an integra,l pa,~.t ot' 
event and process description, keeping ill mind that our proposed nlethod must be a.iTienable 
to expedient handling by a planning system. Following Allen [I], intervals are ta.ke11 a s  the, 
fundamental represent ation units. However, the novelty of this approa.ch lies in the ma.nner i~ I 
which interval information is manipulated to satisfy flexible planning of events aiid processes. 
Relationships are represented numerically and a quadratic programming solution is used to 
obtain temporal variables relevant to the low-level animation routines. While i -~e~1~~tscr2 tn t . /o1~ 
schemes such as Allen's seem to be too flexible to result in any kind of useful p1il11 a.11~1 
planning schemes seem too inflexible to allow for a natural specification of information, our 
system is a compromise, allowing for real time specifications and flexible pla~ining througli 
a computational algorithm. 
2 Overview 
While an animation, in principle, can be approached strictly from the level of positiollir~g 
and motion of human figures in space, this level of specification results in an aninlatio~l 
sequence that is relatively inflexible. It is extremely difficult for the general user to specify 
in precise detail how the animation is to progress. In addition, nlodificatiorl of higll-level 
aspects of the animation often entails the specification of an entirely new anilllation secluri ice. 
What is needed is a sufficiently high level of description such that the "animatio~l details.. 
are taken care of in the animation itself. In short, the specification should be a.t tllc. 1cvc.l 
of what is to be animated, as opposed to how it is to be animated [6]. Such a level oF 
description lends itself nicely to notions from the study of artificial intelligence. Such tools 
as a powerful knowledge base and a natural language parser [6] do much to bridge the gap 
between high-level specification and low-level graphical processes, resulting in an irnl3sovecl 
level of description and degree of flexibility. In the same spirit, this work allows for a level of 
description of temporal information at a level applicable to events and processes. A planner 
can then used to compute the details of exactly when each event must take pla.ce. 
There are some other good reasons to incorporate notions from artificial i~itelligence in cl 
human task simulation system. To begin with, in order that the a~limation look natural a11tl 
realistic, it is not enough to simply animate human figures; one must animation i r ~ t e l i r q f  1 1 1  
human figures. Animated figures that do not perform tasks as liunians do. rt~slmncl to  
"stimulus", or cooperate, will appear robotic and lifeless. Hopefully, the incoipoi at 1011 of 
some kind of "intelligence" pertaining to task performance will result in the nypccirrri/cc ol 
intelligence in the final animated product. Furthermore, animation could prove to 1)e dn icl(1nI 
"testing ground" for advances in artificial intelligence. This type of simulation prov1de5 {OI 
a "world" that is sufficiently real that the ultimate output is much more digestible t h u  t c ~ t  
output or "traces". Meanwhile, the "world" is sufficiently unreal that real-life probleilis sucl~ 
as real-time issues and noise do not require handling to the extent that they do in real-~vorltl 
robotics or perception. 
This paper tackles notions from planning and temporal rep1-esentatzo7z, as they 1nig11t 
be applied in an animation system. Issues of when events are to be ailimatecl take nlaiir 
different forms and are essential to the animation as a whole. First of all. there ale  matl\ 
domains in which explicit temporal constraints are required and must be iilcorpo~ated illto 
the animation accordingly. For example, a space shuttle mission often include5 a conlplc\ 
chronology of specific events. Also, if cooking, a recipe often calls for specific tei~lpol~ll 
constraints such as how long to bake, etc. In order to animate such action sequences. t l ~ c x  
relevant temporal information must be specifiable and brought to bear in the planning of t11(. 
animation. 
In addition, the modelling of complex human tasks often includes a decon~posit io~~ oi 
events, all of which are temporally related in various ways. For example, in ulllocliillg ;I 
door, one must first get the key, then insert the key, then turn the key. Each sub-event must 
follow "on the heels" of the preceding sub-event. Orderings such as turning the key before 
inserting the key or inserting the key and suddenly deciding to take a walk, are bound t,o 
cause problems. The relevant temporal constraints must be realized in the plail~li~lg systei~i. 
Furthermore, there are issues involved in how people think about time and specify t erii- 
poral information in natural language. This is important because the specification shoultl 
be at the level at which people naturally think about and specify time. This is esl>eciall\ 
important in light of the fact that much of this specification will be accoillplished thiougl~ 
a natural language interface. One specific example of where this coines into play collcell~s 
words such as "about" and "around7'. These fuzzy terms seem to defy coinputational riiotl- 
elling; however, they must mean something and we include a method of rnodelliilg thesc 
"uncertainty terms". 
Finally, because all aspects of when events are to be animated are controlled I>! t h c ,  
planner, tlie planner must deal with notions of coordiiiatioll of different processes, r > \ r . i i t \  
that must not overlap in time (such as making breakfast and taking a shower), the syncli~o- 
nization of various events, and extended task descriptions. We present a model of ternpoi a 1 
specification and planning such that all of the issues mentioned so far are addressed in a 
single, unified theory. 
3 Specification 
The basis of this model is that each event that is to be animated have associated wi th  il ;I 
"time-interval". The time-znterual consists of the continuous poi~lts of time over wliicll t h i l t  
event is to occur. Each time interval can be described by its start-ttnzc and its t ~ l c l - t ~ n , r  
The main idea is that the temporal specification include all the "relevant" coilstla~ilts o ~ i  
when the events are to be animated. The planner's job is then to find a set of start and eritl 
times consistent with the high-level constraints. The question to be answered ill thi5 i c ~ t  1011 
concerns the types of temporal information required such that one can easily specif\ tllose 
aspects relevant to  the event and process level of the animation. 
3.1 Fuzziness 
The simplest kind of temporal specification deals with exact start, end, and duration times. 
Specifications such as 'Xunch is from 12PM to 1PM" and "Bake for two hours" conta.in vital 
temporal information that must find its way into the final plan. However? many times, t.llis 
type of all-or-nothing constraint can cause problems both in the representation (where such 
exacting specification might not be called for), and in the solution a.lgorit>hm (where there is 
a fine line between "underspecifying" and LLoverspecifying"). Our model iilcludes a new t y l ~  
of constraint wherein each constraint has attached to it, a certain "constraint strength". For 
instance, to bake a cake might require a strictly timed two hours, while the tirlie t,alien to 
ice the cake is less critical. In solving for such a system, compromises can often be strucl; 
such that the stronger constraints are afforded more importance than the wealier constra.ii~ts. 
in solving for the final plan. Furthermore, a measure of the uncertainty or fuzzir~e .s i l l  a 
specification can be represented as the inverse of constraint strength. Therefore, an uncert,aiir 
temporal specification such as "around 3PM" is given a relatively weak consti.c~i~zt s renyt l , .  
whereas "exactly ten minutes" is given a very strong one. It is our belief tha,t such j'iizz.~~ 
information must be represented in any complete account of temporal inanipulatioil, aucl 
that modelling them as constraint strengths actually facilitates a solution by allowing for a. 
degree of flexibility. 
Another reason for modelling uncertainty is that people do, in fact, give temporal in- 
formation with uncertainties included. One must assume that the uncertain terms such as 
"about" and "around" actually do mean something, and that they should be iiicluclecl i l l  t ' l ic?  
representation somewhere. Even "exactly" must be regarded as a term giving uncertmaint,y 
information, namely that there is none. This suggests that even when an unce7-toiv f ~ r - r n  is 
not explicitly stated, it is almost always implied. Just as the quantity repre~errt~ecl b ~ r  " 1'' 
is somehow different from the quantity represented by "4.000". "ninet>y minutes" secins 1 o 
imply a greater degree of precision than "an hour and a half". Furthermore, it lllalies litt,lc 
sense to try to explain this ~ncerta~inty in terms of a toleraiace. This only postpones t,l lc> 
problem of using an all-or-nothing constraint to model a notion which intuiti\lely fzizzy. 'l''tle 
duration represented by "about an hour" involved fuzzy sha,des-of-gray, rather t,ha.il a ( . IvHI.  
black-and-white border. 
3.2 Temporal Relations 
The modelling of relations between different intervals is also an aspect of representation t . 1 ~  t 
needs to be dealt with. The simplest relations between two time-intervals are the following: 
one interval immediately following another, two intervals having the same start-t i~ne, a,ncl 
two intervals having the same end-time. For example, in specifying the t,wo intervals o\.cr 
which two people run a race, the race could start anytime and last from five nlinutes to 
five days; however, one should at  least be able to specify that each racer lllust st,a.rt, at, t . l l c 7  
same time. In the same light, one might wish to specify that one event must occur before 01. 
after another event, even though one has no idea how long the delay will he. lh r  inst,ance. 
"Grasp the cup before drinking from it." provides an explicit ordering while lea.\ling open 
the question of when each will occur and what will occur between them. Therefore. one 
might grasp the cup and immediately drink, but one may also grasp the cup, wall< into 
the other room, sit down, and then drink. These types of specifications are often useful in 
the temporal specification of the decomposition of tasks into subtasks, where one might not, 
know precisely when anything is to occur, although one has a good idea of the ten1pora.l 
relationships between the different events. 
In addition, one might wish to specify exact "bounds" on when an c-kent is to sthit 01 
end, or how long it is to last as in "One must go there at some point bctluefr~ 9AJf U I L ~  
l2AMn, and "Spend no less than one hour and no more tharz two tlzcre". This woulcl 1,c. 
the case where the sole criteria is that certain boundaries are not crosied; within the '.legcll 
span", there are no preferences. This is not to be confused with the fuzzy sprc t f rcn t io~~$.  
where there are definite preferences, but no explicit boundaries. Finally, con~l~iilationi oj t h c  
above specifications must be supported as in "Wazt at least tweuty ~nzrzutes (Iflei r 1111 t r  111 9 
the dishwasher before tnkzng a shower". This expresses a relatzonshzp between t w o  e\.cvlt, 
such that there must exist a bounded delay between them. 
As a side issue, for reasons of flexibility in specification, a functional specification shoultl 
be substitutable for any definite time value as used above. For initance. the time talic~i 
for agent X to run a mile might be significantly different from the time talcen for ageili, J 
to run a mile. In order that the specification of ~urz-a-mile be "agent-independel<. the. 
duration must be specified functionally as follows: find the run-1-ate of the cur len t -ugen t  ancl 
divide by 1 mile. This would require functional specifications and access to 1;no~vledge l~asc. 
containing information about various aspects of the "animation world". 
3.3 Temporal Decomposition 
As it turns out, a large variety of complex temporal constraints can be modelled by 11rc.alii11g 
them down into a series of interrelated simple temporal constraints. Intervals can be cleat ctl 
and linked into the system of constraints in simple ways so as to maintail1 c o m p l ~ ~  co~l- 
A 
- 
: B 
C J 
L d 
X Y 
L---- 
Dummy Intervals 
Figure I :  Function of dummy intervals 
straints over other intervals; these are called "dummy intervals". For example, in Figure-1, 
the dummy intervab X insures that the start of B precedes the start of A, while the dunz ,~rzy  
interval Y insures that the end of B follows the end of A. Note that this system can be ~nocl- 
elled through "simple" relations between intervals; however, the strategic "simple" re1 CI. t '  1011s 
involving A ,  B, X ,  and Y guarantee that a "complex" relationship exists between A aritl U, 
namely that A occurs during B. In similar fashion, many other types of co~nplex constraints 
can be modelled through the use of appropriately modelled dummy intervals. For e s a n ~ p l c .  
by using the duration specification of a dummy interval, one can express constraints on tllcx 
delays between events. For instance, in Figure-1, one can specify that the duratiol~ of' >\' IF  
ten minutes long, insuring that exactly ten minutes pass between the start of B and the s t.ai.1 
of A. 
This breaking down of complex temporal constraints into simple temporal constraints 
suggests that one can specify complex temporal information such as ordering information, 
delays, bounds, etc., in a "high-level syntax". Then a compiling process can reduce t,his tfo 
constraints in a "low-level syntax" through proper instantiation and specifica.tion of d,u,rn.in,y 
intervals. The result would be a "low-level syntax", easily processable while &aining all ol' 
the complex relationships specified in the "high-level synta,~".  In fact, the division into two 
levels of specification and a compiling process carries many advantages. A high.-le?:e/ ,s:y i i to.r  
allows for intuitive, readable, free-form style representation, on the level of a, task re1)l.e- 
sentation or natural language interface. The low-level syntax would he structured, conta.ir) 
numerical rather than symbolic values, and be amenable to a computational algorithm. '1'11~- 
compiling process would take care of bounding symbolic values to numerical values. struc- 
turing the information, evaluating the functional specifications, and linking in the nect.ssa.1.)- 
dummy intervals on the fly. 
An interval ending about 12PM and 
lasting about 1 hour. 
-1 hr - 
11AM 12PM 1 PM 
Figure 2: Simple spring system 
4 Solution Method 
Now that we have a low-bevel representation consisting of a set of intervals wit11 hot11 fliz-y 
and exact constraints on the starts, ends, and durations of those intervals, along wit11 a, set.. of 
equalities "tying" the starts and ends of specific intervals together, we can go about the t,asli 
of finding an algorithm to solve for a plan in which all of these constraints are met (more 01. 
less). 
4.1 Spring Analogy 
Exact constraints can be modelled relatively straightforwardly as 'bequality constrdints" 
(As,,,, = 12). "Simple" constraints between intervals can also be modelled as such:  (I?,,,,, , = 
Aend). In order to understand the fuzzy constraznts, though, the analog; of a "spling s \  5 t t . 1 1 , "  
can be useful. The system of constraints of various strengths can be modelled as a 1,i l l r l  ol 
physical spring system, where each constraints is modelled as a spring that pzi..hts 01 p u l l .  
the intervals around, each attempting to satisfy its constraint. For example, in Figule-2, 
the duration constraint acts like a spring with natural length of one hour inserted 11etivec.n 
the two endpoints, while the 12PM end-constraint acts as if there were a vertical spnng. 
pulling that  endpoint toward 12PM. With no other springs involved, the springs mould 11(1 
at  rest as seen in the figure; however, were conflicting constraints introduced, they ~ o u l c l  
serve to  pull the endpoints this way or that.  This is where flexibility and comprom15c c x l ~ t r 3 1  i
the  picture. 
In the end, the amount of shrinking or stretching for each spring would be directly relatecl 
to the relative strengths of the conflicting constraints, encoded by the elastic s p r ~ n g  cons ta l~ t \  
Two time-intervals: The second's 
duration constraint is "tighter". 
/ 
"around lhrn 
(k=l)  
\ 
"almost exactly I hr" 
(k=20) 
Figure 3: Analogy to Constraint Strength 
of the various springs. When the constraints are all specified, what results is a ~y r t em of
springs, each one pushing (or pulling) to exert its own constraint, and simultaneouslj 11t.irlg 
pushed (or pulled) by its neighbors. Furthermore, because constraznt strength is ~.ncotlcd I]\ 
stiflness, the resulting system will be the fazrest for each constraint. Tl~erefoic, a "genc~idl 
preference", such as a prefered time to wake up in the morning, would be modelled by an 
extremely elastic spring, quite amenable to deformation in case of conflicts. Si~~lilarly. 
"critical constraint" such as the time to start work, would be modelled by a stiff spling, 
resistant to deformation, "pushing around" conflicting constraints so that ~ t s  coiistrdini I <  
met. 
Not only does the concept of an analogous spring system for a given syst,enl of coiistrai~~t.: 
aid in cla.rifying the representation, but the analogy goes further. The system of springs I I  
easily be seen to exhibit behavior that would be desirable in a planner that tries to find a sc.1, 
of begin and end times, given a system of varying strengths of constraints. To start with. a.11 
individual constraint should always be met if no conflicting constraints are specified. If sollie 
are, a compromise must occur in which each constraint is partially met, in accordance wi t,l1 it.: 
strength. An individual spring also meets this criteria; in isolation it will remain in its na,tural 
state; however, if forces are exerted by a neighboring spring, both will defornl accordiilg 1,o 
their respective elasticity constants. In addition, in a system of connected springs, a forcc 
acting on any spring may cause the whole system to deform to a new arrangement.. This (:;In 
be seen as a kind of constl-aint propagation, where the  effect.^ of a single constraint ma,): be 
"felt" throughout the network. 
Another consideration concerns a measure of how well a constraint is inet. It is f'a1r11- 
obvious that a constraint that is easily met will have a correspondiilg ipriiig wlt11 1111 It' 
energy. Again, in the larger view, the energy of a system of springs is giveii h \ ~  the s1l111 of 
the energies of each individual spring. Therefore, the best solutioil to a system of coust I ,11111 
is met exactly when the corresponding spring system holds the least energy. This statenlent, 
makes sense because, intuitively, in order to solve the constraint problems, one u:ould \\,ant, 
to set up the analogous spring system as specified, watch the springs "bounce arountl". wait 
until the system comes to a halt (state of minimum energy), and read off the values to get i3 
solution. Fortunately, this fact allows for a computational solutioll to the co~ist,~aisit,s gi \-ell : 
simply set up the energy equations, parameters being the start and stop values of each t i n ] ( >  
interval, and minimize the equation. 
4.2 Solution Method 
Witkin, Fleischer, and Barr [lo] also formulate a model in which a series of const,raint,s is 
met through setting up energy functions and computationally minimizing the total energy. 
Their model is similar to  ours in that they are trying to solve a systern of constraislt~s i l l  
three-dimensional space, while we are working in one-dimensional t inze.  However? while 
their approach with energy constraints is used as a method of solution and an elegant wa.y to 
generate an animation, we use energy constraints to explicitly model uncertainty iu ten-111o1.a 1 
information. Furthermore, while Witkin, et al, expect constraints to he partia.11~ nict. or11~. 
in "overdefined" systems, we are relying on this occurrence. 
In pure form, for a system of 12 time intervals, the function to be minimized is a s  folio\\ 5: 
n 
Etot = C((kb./2)(xa, - aa.)'+ ((ke,/2)(xes - a,,)' + ( k i t / ? ) ( l a ,  - L., - ad, )') 
i= 1 
ab,a, ,ad: values for start, end, and durations constraint vectors 
kb,ke,kd: values for start ,  end, and durations constraint strength vectors 
xb: resulting vector of start times 
x,: resulting vector of end times 
Note that "no constraint" on some aspect of an interval can be seen as a t oslitral~~i 
with "very high" fuzziness where k = 0. Since this causes the tesm to drop out of tire 
equation anyway, this need not be included in the equation. Note also thai in constraliit,\ 
that are "nailed down", k should tend toward infinity. This is needed for such constrd~llt\ 
as: END(A)=START(B). As this causes computational problems. this Lype of col~stlriiiit I ,  
best modelled as an "equality constraint". Thus, we have a ini~lilnizatioll problcni ill a \pa(  (' 
defined by the equality constraints. 
Note however, that the equation says nothing about the fact that the start of any  i l i t ( ~ ~ \ . i l l  
must precede its end. In fact, this is extremely important because all conlples o ~ , t l ( , ~ . i ~ ~ ~  
information rests of the integrity of the dummy zntervals. Unfortunately. a stralght forward 
minimum energy solution might very well include intervals that have been "flipped" . '1 l ~ e  
only way to deal with this problem is to include a series of "inequality constraints" of tlic~ f o ~  i r i
(xb, < x,,). Therefore we want to solve for the minimum of an equation of ( 2 1 2 )  paraiiletrls 
with possible equality and inequality constraints, both of which are linear This happcil5 t o  
be a common problem in optimization theory, a quadratic programmzng problem. f o ~  M 1 ~ 1 ~  11 
a variety of computation solution methods are known. 
Our quadratic programming solution is basically the solution method given by Hildretll 
and D'Espo [4]. We have included lagrangian multipliers in the quadratic espression in 
order to  model the equality constraints. Hildreth and D'Espo show how to coiivert the ba.sic 
problem into what is called the "dual problem", which is easily solved by iterating on t , l ~ t .  
lagrangian multipliers which correspond to the inequality constraints. The iteration can Ire, 
done in such a way that the intervals that have been "flipped around" are eventually fisctl, 
while those that are valid are simply left alone. Finally, the solved dual problt~rt can I,(. 
translated back to give the results of the original problem. 
The first and last parts of the solution consists of translating to and fro111 t l ~ c  d l ( ( 1 1  
problem. This involves nothing more complex than multiplying and iiivertiug nlatr1cc.5: 
therefore, a problem of O(n3) .  The itera tion involved in the dual p?.oblern invol\ es a lirrc~al 
search, where each iteration involves an 0 (n2) operation. Therefore, it can be ~ , I . P ~ I I  1 1 1 ~ ~ 1  
that this complexity is also O(n3) .  Thus, the complexity of the entire solution is 0 ( 1 1  '). 
4.3 Some Examples 
This example represents the planning of two time intervals A and B. The high-level syntax 
is self-explanatory: 
A : ( ( s t a r t  (around IPM)) 
( d u r a t i o n  (about 4 h r ) )  
B:  ( ( s t a r t  ( (about  3h r )  before  (end A ) )  
(end (around 7PM)) 
( d u r a t i o n  (about 3hr)  ) 
Converting to low-level syntax, the delay between the start of B and the end of ,4 is e s p r c > \ \ r t l  
in the dummy interval x. 
A :  ( ( 1  1 )  n i l  (5  4)) 
B :  ( n i l  ( 1  7) (5 3 ) )  
X: ((B s t a r t )  (A end) (5  3))  
The respective energies of each spring: 
Equalities: xb3 = xb2, and xe, = x,, 
Inequalities: ( 2 6 ,  < xel),  ( x b 2  < xe2), and (xb3 < xe,) 
Solving results in the following: 
A :  (1:46PM 5:55PM) 
B :  (3:05PM 6:14PM) 
X :  (3:05PM 5 :55PM) 
Note that since all the constraints could not be met simultaneously, none of the colistraiilts 
were met exactly. However, the solution is surprisingly good. The duration coi~strain ts arc  
all deviated by nine or ten minutes, while the preferred 1PM arid 7PM are deviated 131 4 0  
minutes. 
The following example would model a person, who would prefkr to get u p  at lOAM, start 
work a t  9AM, and work for three hours. Unfortunately, other constraillts conflict. Alio. 
time must be allotted for getting ready for work. 
Wake-up: ( ( s t a r t  ( a f t e r  6AM)) 
(pref  IOAM)) 
(dura t ion  (exact ly  6min)) 
Prepare:  ( ( s t a r t  ( a f t e r  (end Wake-up))) 
(dura t ion (around l h r ) )  
Work : ( ( s t a r t  (before  9AM) (pref  9AM)) 
(end ( a f t e r  5PM)) 
(dura t ion  (pref  3hr)  ) ) 
Solving results in the following: 
Wake-up: (8:05AM 8:llAM) 
Prepare :  (8:llAM 9:OOAM) 
Work : (9  : 00AM 5 : 00AM) 
One can see that  the person's preferences ill work duration are irrelevant; howe~rer, his 
preference t o  sleep late causes him to wake-up later than otherwise, causing hi111 to rush 
through Prepare, in order to get to  work on time. 
4.4 Relation to Other Models 
Relation to Allen's work: Allen has gone to great lengths to show that, his basic reprcscI1- 
tation is intuitively sound, formally sound, and applicable to real-world temporal phenomeila 
[2, 31. Although we build on this representation in a different way, our representation is con- 
sistent with Allen's work at a formal level. 
As far as relations between intervals, while Allen takes the t h i ~  teen possible l i l t  ('I L r \ l  
relations as his basic level of representation, our representation represents lelat ion~ c l t ~ t ~  t I \  
by constraints on the endpoints. This is consistent with some of ,411eli's wo1h 011 t 11e I vl;l I r o l l ,  
between tzme zntervals and tzme poznts [3]. For example, to model a MEET ~elatloil l j c \ t \ c c ~ c r t  
A and B, we specify that END (A)=START(B). In addition, solne relations are ~epres~ll tct l  
more naturally in our representation. While Allen must represent the fact that two liltervnli 
start a t  the same time by a disjunction of three relations (representing the possible diffe~r>ncr~i 
in ordering of end times), our representation can model this directly by specifying the s t a t  
times equal: START(A)=START(B). 
Another way in which our representation is consistent with ,Allen's wo~li collcerns t l l c .  
concept of the dummy interval. Allen has shown that all of his interval relation5 cdll Ilr I , ~ ~ i l t  
up from the one relation 'MEET' [3]. For example, the 'BEFORE' relation can bc d c f i ~ ~ ~ t l  
follows: (A < B) G 3X[(A nz X )  A (X m B)]. We turn this around and znsur.e that ( A  < B) 
by explicitly creatzng the interval X ,  linked to A and B appropriately: S T A R r i ' ( . ~ ) = ~ S I 1 (  4 )  
and END(X)=START(B). 
One notable difference is that while our system is designed with r.eul time \nluc\t I I I  
mind, Allen's representation is purely relational and flexible 111 a topologic senw. t'11 I< 
seems reasonable in light of the fact that any references to "real tlnles" might I ) ( >  < c ~ > r r  , I \  
automatically invoking a moment-based representation scheme, complete c b i t 1 1  all its log~t  
inconsistencies. However, our theory claims to  be basically interval-lsased, while iilcludl~lg 
references to  real times. Our goal is to keep the representation as clean as possible, while still 
being able to utilize the underlying mathematical structure of the real nuinbeis to gelre1 a l v  
a solution. 
Relation to  Vere's work: Many relations similar to Vere's ~iiindocl? constl-ai~rts [O] 
can be expressed in our framework. We can easily represent boundaries on s tar t  and c ~ ~ t l  
times, as well as exact duration constraints. Constraints that specify optimal values call he 
expressed as well, through using "very weak" constraint strengths. However, where Vere's 
optimal constraints are met if possible and otherwise ignored, our constraints "try" to be 
satisfied, even if they can not possibly be met. 
Relation to Malik and Binford's work: While Malik and Binford [7] ~ne~lt ion / i t / -  
guistic fuzziness with respect to temporal specification, they do not i~lcorporate it int'o theil. 
model. Although (as they express) such phrases as "a while ago" may be too vague to 
express, it seems clear that a phrase such as "about ten minutes" carries real inforiila.tion, 
along with a degree of uncertainty. Our work can be seen as a generalization of theirs, ~711ere 
we allow for flexible rather than exact constraints, incurring a probleill which reyuircs il 
quadratic programming solution, rather than a linear programmi?tg solution. 
5 Discussion 
5.1 Evaluation 
One of the main ideas to come out of this work is the idea that complex temporal infornlatio~l 
can be decoinposed into simple temporal information through the use of dummy i~ztervcl,,l.s. 
Not only does this provide for two separate levels of specification, a high-level user-oriented 
specification and a low-level system-oriented specification, but, this allso i~~t . ror l~~i~c-~s  i i  i . o ~ r -
piling process, into which one can specify how symbols are to be represc~~tr t l  iiu~nei~ic~all!. 
and how complex information is to be broken down. This provides for an a.clditioiia1 1tv .r . l  
of flexibility, allowing for modifica.tions a.s to  the high-level synlbolic represent,ation ~ : i t , l~ou[  
needing to  modify the essential planning algorithm. 
Anther useful idea is the modelling of fuzzy specifications through the spring analogj.. 
This provides a model which is intuitively satisfying, while allowing for flexible planning 
and ultimately resulting in an algorithm for generating exact start and end times for e\wlt.s. 
It  also represents a new approach to  constraint specification, such tha,t constra.ints a1.e ilot 
all-or-nothing, but result in a graded structure of better and worse constraint satisfactio~~. 
Finally, a distiilguishing mark of this work is the fact that the plairlriiig algoritb~lr i <  
numerical. This carries many advantages, but also some disadvantages. The first advailt agtt 
is in terms of efficiency; numerical algorithms are generally much faster than the symbolic- 
manipulation or inference engines currently used in much of AI. This is especially impor ta~~t  
as this system is to be used inside an animation system, where formal corsectntsi inn\ 
be sacrificed for speed. In addition, one need not test explicitly for inconsistency slrlcc i t  
eventually results in computational problems. This is also a disadvantage in a sense, since 
no hint is given as to what aspect of the specification was inconsistent. Tllii makes t h t  
high-level specification difficult to "debug". 
5.2 Loose Ends 
There are many aspects of planning that are not handled in this illode1 as i t  now 3 t o 1 1 t l i  
Rather than build a planning system that does everything in some limited task c l o i i ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ .  
we tried to build up a general theory in order to model some of the ~llost crucial aspects 
of temporal representation and planning. While it was impossible to model all aspccti 01 
planning that might arise, much thought went into some related areas of planning and 11o1v 
they might be included by extending the system. 
A central issue in planning concerns the notion of dependence. In many plalllliiig t1lt:orit:c;. 
information is "directional". For example, there is a differeuce between "I must a~~i~i\:e at 
the meeting by the time it starts" and "The meeting will start  once I arrive there". Eve11 
though both events, arrival and stal-t-,meeting, will occur simultaneously in t,he fina.1 l ~ l a l i .  
there is a directionality involved. In one, the meeting- time constrains tlie arri1;al time air cl 
in the other, the arrival time constrains the meeting time. This is r ep rese~~t~c l  in :Illen's 
system through the distinct representation of (A  before B) and ( B  after A ) .  In c o l ~ t ~ . ; ~ ~ t .  
our system is fully "bidirectional"; a t  the high-level of representation, the distilict,ion c.a.11 
be represented syntactically, although, in the end, a simple bidirectional eclua.lit\. c.o~~.; t  r t t i r ~ t  
is used. This is necessary to the notion of compromise in our syst,enl, represent,ed 1111.or1glr 
mutual dependence. For instance, in specifying "Do homework after lunch", one a l lo \~s  k , ~ .  
the fact that a delay in lunch will ~ U S J Z  the start of Izo,me~uorl; forward in tilile, while at t,he 
same time, an excessive amount of hbmework can serve to push the end of l e~nc l ,  bacli i l l  
time to allow for more time for homework. It is possible to model dependence in our model 
as follows. Simply allow for different levels of planning; plan for the high,est p~-io4'%ty e\;cr~t,s 
first. Then specify exact constraiilts for the events as they were planned, using that plan a.s 
a skeleton, upon which the lower level may be planned. 
A related problem concerns what is really nleallt by "fuzziness". I11 our system, a Intr'asl.lI.(, 
of fuzziness is related to the flexibility of a certain constraint heca.use colllprolnises arc  
allowed. For insta.nce t,he dunt ion  of a, shower depends on how much of a hurry one is ill. 
This duration is flexible t o  a certain extent. However, where cornproluise is not ail issue,. 
"fuzziness" seems to be more an issue of "probability". For example, wliile the duratio~i of 
a train ride might be described as "around three hours", this information gives uncertaintj 
information, rather than a measure of flexibility. The best that a planner call do is to 
prepare for some worst case scenario. This can be seen to relate to the ilotioil of d t p t n d c r r c t  
since the planner has no control over what will happen, and must simplj- -.plan a I (311 ~ r t l "  
these occurrences. For example, where rain is predicted to start "around noon", on0 ( C I I I  
not delay the rain in order to have a picnic. The best approach here is s inlpl~ to gellc,~~~t,c~ 
a random number, using a probability curve based on the constraint: the illore uncertaiil a 
specification, the broader the probability curve. 
Anther crucial issue in planning concerns "disjunction". Many times a choice m ~ ~ s t  he 
made as to how the plan is to progress. A choice between doing X on Monday and doing 
it on Friday does not imply that the best time to do X is on Wed1lesda.y. Therc a.re ixla,llJ. 
levels at which disjunction may apply. At the lowest level, one may have a choice bet,n '(en - a11 
appointment a t  1PM or at  2PM. At a higher level, one may have a choice between ( A  I~e fo~~c~  
B) and (B before A);  the only constraint being that the time intervals are disjoi,rzt. Fir1:~11j., 
at  the highest level, one may have a choice in how a high level goal is to be divided into 
subgoals, as in the choice between ea,ting dinner at home and going out,. (>usrently. the only 
way to handle disjunction is to plan for each possibility and use the measure of t , l~e ucrgy 
of the resulting spring system to tell which plan is best. Even here, there are colnplica.t,io~~s 
since there may be preferences as to how plans are to be created, independe~lt, of ho\u ivell 
the plan is timed out. For example, given a choice between wash-face and tukt-.sl~otrlc~. i ~ r  I J l t .  
morning, most people would include talce-shower in their plan, even if i t  11-leant they \z.oulcl 
have to rush later on. 
Anther problem concerns "conditional planning". For example, a specificatloll 5ucll a s  
"brake the car if the traffic light is red" is strongly conditional, implying that the fact tliat 
the traffic light is red should somehow actzuate the braking of the car. Kot only doc5 i,lil\ 
not fit into our system as it stands, but there may be times that conditioilal planulng 15 
not called for. For instance, in developing film, one illust have it dark; howe\.er. i j  tllv f l l i r ~  
is due at  a certain point in time, one can not siillply wait until the room hecoillei tl;ltl, 
One must act to make that condition true if one is to have the fill11 cleveIol3~d a ccorcl~ng to 
schedule. In addition, conditional planning would require some kind of daemon, watching 
for certain conditions, signalling some kind of replanning in the event that some c r u c ~ ~ ~ l  
condition becomes true. Replanning would also be required as the alliillat~on piogie\~c\\. 
since the passage of time makes the planning of events in the past frose~z. 
Another kind of planning not handled by our model concerns repeated action. Spc>c.ifi- 
cations such as "move the boxes, one at a time", "hit the nail repeatedly until the head is 
flush with the wood", and "stir occasionally" refer to noncontinuous time iritervals 14 111~11 
are nevertheless strongly related to each other. The best way to handle such specifics t ions 
is probably t o  have one process which will instantiate the intervals with the appropriate 
relations to each other, while the planner can then be called to  integrate these intervals wit11 
eact other and into the overall plan. 
5.3 Implications 
Finally, going in a new direction, there are many aspects of this syste~il that call be exte~iclctl 
to  domains other that planning and ternporal representation. The primary advantage of t 111s 
planning system (and its underlying motivation) concerns the fact that it allows a great dedl 
of freedom in the types of constraints expressible. The user can specify exactly what 11ec~cI5 
to be specified in terms relevant to the task at hand. The details of finding a sollrtron to ttrr 
set of constraints are left in the planner, where they belong. 
While our system works with planning in one-dimensional time, the work of h'itkin, et a.l 
[lo], is concerned with spatial positioning in three-dimensional space. There work is sir nil;^^. 
in spirit to  ours in that they can specify constraints in positioning for the constructio~l of all 
object. By specifying the relevant characteristics of the relations between sub-objects, t,Iie? 
solve for the best positioning and the object "falls-together" automa~ticallv. The cornmon 
idea is that the user need specify only the relevant constraints while some other process 
computes a definite solution satisfying those constraints. Flexibility is increa.sed a.s icc:ll: 
since modification is at the level of relevant description, a single aspect call be modified 
resulting in a repositioning conceivably changing the whole structure around. 
Furtl~ermore, there is no reason not to do the same for spatial place~lle~it in t'\\.o dil~ic'~l- 
sions, such as in the layout of a &gram or drawing. Often, in modifyillg: a pictorial cliagl.a~ll. 
one must go to  a great deal of trouble moving text around, resizing and redirecting releva~rt 
arrows, etc. If there were a "diagram specification language" in which specifications rele I l t  
t o  diagrams were allowed, one could specify the relevant fea,tures of such a cliagral-lr R. I I (~  
a process would draw it up according to the specifications. In addition, ally nlodific;t.t i o ~ ~ s  
would simply be a matter of modifying the specification. Fitting it additional boxes, circles. 
etc., into the plan would simply require the relevant additional specification, as ol~posetl t.0 
a horrendous task of moving everything else out of the way. 
By combiniilg computational algorithms from optimization theory with ideas fro~lr a.rtifi- 
cia1 intelligence, we can, in principle, tailor the interface level to high-level specificatioll alicl 
abstraction; while allowing the computer to figure out the "details" of how such idea5 are 
to be implemented. In many diverse domains, one can imagine telling the computer trh(lt 
is required and allowing the computer to decide how to accomplish the task. rather than 
specifying how in exact detail, and never really getting what was actually intended. 
5.4 Conclusions 
We have presented a system in which temporal information is clearly and easily representmccl, 
while a t  the same time, an efficient algorithm can be used in order to solvc. tllc sj.stc-111. 
Through the a.nalogy of a "spring system", we have shown that intuitive f 'uzzine.~.~ i l l sl)c,c,ili- 
cation can be represented in terms of C O ~ L S ~ ~ M Z P L ~  strengths, that the "spring systenl" esllibit,s 
behavior similar to what we would want in a temporal planning system, and that the system 
can actually be solved for minimal energy, resulting in the best plan for the given constrain~s. 
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A Specification Syntax 
A . l  High-Level Syntax 
AllSpec -+ (Spec1 Spec2 Spec3 . . . ) 
Spec -, (start TimeInfo) / (end TimeInfo) I (durat ion DurInfo) 
TimeInfo + (Fuzz-term Clock-time) ( TimeSpec 
TimeSpec + ([DurInfo] af ter  TimeSpec) 1 
([DurInfo] before TimeSpec) ( 
( s t a r t  Intv-label) I 
(end Intv-label) I 
DurInfo -+ (Fuzz-term Clock-dur) 1 
(more- than Clock-dur) ) 
(less-than Clock-dur) / 
Intv-label -+ Interval Label (such as Eat-Lunch) 
Fuzz-term -+ Linguistically Fuzzy term (such as about) 
Clock-time + Clock Time (such as 12Ph,l) 
Clock-dur + Clock Duration (such as l0min) 
A.2 Low-Level Syntax 
Intv-Spec + (Time-Spec Time-Spec Dur-Spec) 
Time-Spec + (Intv-label s t a r t )  ( 
(Intv-label end)  / 
(Fuzz- term Clock-time) I 
nil 
Dur-Spec t (Fuzz-term Clock-dur) 1 nil 
Intv-label + i ~ ~ t e g e r  
Fuzz-term + real 
Clock-time + real 
Clock-dur -+ rea.2 
A.3 Examples from High-Level Syntax 
We must plan a day for which the weatherman is predicting snow: 
B l i z z a r d :  ( ( s t a r t  (around 7 ) )  
(end (around 10)) 
( d u r a t i o n  (3 h r ) ) )  
Followed immediately by a period of light snow lasting one hour: 
Snow : ( ( s t a r t  (end ~ l i z z a r d )  ) 
( d u r a t i o n  (about  (I h r )  ) ) ) 
Must shop for plenty of food beforehand 
Shop : ( (end (be fo re  ( s t a r t  B l i zza rd )  ) )  
( d u r a t i o n  (about  (1 h r )  ) ) ) 
Sledding! - must start after Blizzard condition, maximize duration 
S ledd ing :  ( ( s t a r t  ( a f t e r  (end B l i zza rd )  ) ) 
(end ( b e f o r e  ( s t a r t  Dinner) ) ) 
( d u r a t i o n  (p re f  (12 h r )  ) ) )  
Shovelling ... - iliust start after all snow has fallen 
S h o v e l l i n g :  ( ( s t a r t  ( a f t e r  (end snow))) 
( d u r a t i o n  (about  (2 h r ) ) )  
(end ( b e f o r e  ( s t a r t  Dinner) ) ) ) 
Hot-Chocolate - but only after done shovelling & wa.y before dinner 
Hot-Choc : ( ( s t a r t  ( a f t e r  (end Shovel l ing)  1) 
(end (more-than ( 2 . 5  h r )  be fo re  ( s t a r t  D inne r ) ) )  
A.4 Examples from Low-Level Syntax 
Class starts close to lOAM and ends close to 10:50AM. Close will mean about five minutes 
in this instance. 
(C la s s  ( 2  1OAM) (2 10:50AM) n i l )  
This interval specifies the time taken to get to class. The start time is to be deterlninctl 
based on other parameters given. This interval should end at the start of class. and tra\cl 
time can be estimated at about 45 minutes. 
(Go-Class n i l  ( s t a r t  C la s s )  (10 45min)) 
Theoretically, the time spent between class and meeting should start at the end of clabi i l r r  t l  
finish at the start of the meeting. It is known that it will take about 5 minutes to go 1x.t n.ec.11 
classes, maybe 3.5 if one runs. 
(Go-Meeting (end C las s )  ( s t a r t  Meeting) (10 5mzn)) 
The meeting should start in the neighborhood on 11 o'clock with nlaybe 5 millute\ OII c ~ i t l i c v  
side. In addition, it should end at 12 o'clock with maybe 3 minutes on either side. 
(Meeting (5 11AAl) ( 2  12Phfl n i l )  
Lunch will start at the end of the meeting and can be assumed to last around 30 m i n ~ ~ t ~ s .  
give or take about 10 minutes. Here lunch is assumed to be the interval of time d e l i o t ~ d  to 
lunch; hence, the time taken to go to the eating place, buy lunch, and eat it. 
(Lunch (end Meeting) n i l  (10 30nzin)) 
Decomposition of High-Level to Low-Level Syntax 
If time-point X is to occur before time-point Y, create a dummy interval with start:,Y a.11~1 
end: Y. 
If time-point X is to occur after time-point Y, create a dummy int,erva,l with start: Y a .~ i t i  
end: X. 
If time-point X i s  to occur duration-spec before time-point Y, create a duillrriy interval witlr 
start:X, end: Y, and duration specification: duration-spec. 
If time-point X is to occur duration-spec after time-point Y, create a dunii~iy inter\.a.l will1 
start: Y, end:X, and duration specification: duration-spec. 
If time-interval A is to last more-than duration, then create dummy inlerval B with sta1.t 
being the start of A and duration being exactly duration. Then create duminy inter~.al C' 
with start being the end of B and end being the end of A. 
If time-interval A is to  last less-than duration, then create duminjl interval B with stJai t
being the start of A and duration being exactly duration. Then create dumnly ilitelvdl ( '  
with start being the end of A and end being the end of B. 
Technical Details 
System Integration: Currently, the symbolic manipulation routines involved in com pili r ~ g  
the high-level to low-level syntax is written in LISP, while the quadratic solution illethocl i \  
written in 'C'. As it has been tested, the LISP routines write out a file: tenapout, ~1.1iir11 t 1 1 ~  
'C' routines read in, resulting in a print-out to the screen of the resulting timing. 
Optimal Specification: The specifications easily handled consist of the . 'fuzz spec- 
ifications" and the "simple relations" between intervals. Overuse of specificatioils sudl as 
"exact specificatioizs" and "before/aftern type relations are much morc liliely to result in 
inconsistency. For example, specifyiilg that an interval start a t  lPI\/I, end at 2PM, and la.st 
exactly two hours will result in overdefinition. Even if exactly one hour is specified a.s t , l ~ r ,  
duration, the specifica,tion is still overspecified by the algorithm's reckoning. This car] a 11 
be avoided by introducing a, bit of fuzziness into the specificatioil sucl~ as "ai~nost exactl?." 
l P M ,  2PM, and one hour. Exact specifications should be used only when dealing wit11 suclr 
events as alarms going off and the such. Furthermore, beforelafter relations can ea\ilj 1es11lt 
in underdefinition since it does not specify how much before or after. This leaves the sv\te~l\  
with a set of plans, all as good as each other, resulting in no definite solution. By introcluciug 
a small preference, one can avoid these problems somewhat. If any  informati011 can he gi\ c X i i  
relating to how much before or after, this will allow the system to find a solution. Since i t  
is a "very small" preference, it should not cause problems should conflicts arise. Also. i t  
should be obvious that an interval be constrained in some way, else it will disrupt the entire 
solution. The best way to handle this problem is probably to use illany defaults \vitli i it‘^^ 
weak" preferences. 
Efficiency: The compiling process of converting high-level to low-level syntax i s  pretty 
straightforward and should be O ( n ) ,  where n represents the ~~u inbe r  of intervals. In I 11(,  
quadratic solution algorithm the matrices involved incur storage of O( nL ) while tlie collil~u- 
tation involves t i ~ n e  of 0(n3). 
